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Summer Science Students



Summer Science Program (SSP)



Achieving Success in Undergraduate Research

➔Start Early
◆ “We hope that participation in SSP motivates 

participants to pursue research opportunities 
at Williams or elsewhere and that participants 
ultimately explore careers in science research 
and science education.”

➔Remove Financial Barriers
➔Collaborative Effort
➔Direct Faculty Contact!

First set of principles



10 year study of student success at Harvard College
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➔Non-credit Opportunity
➔Continuity
➔Teach to Learn

Second set of principles





Overall, about 79% of Williams students 
report feeling either generally satisfied or 
very satisfied with opportunities to 
participate in research.
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Third set of principles





Williamstown, Massachusetts
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END



Annual Budget Calendar







In its thirty-first summer in 2018, the Summer Science Program (SSP) provides an enriching and intensive five-week immersion in 
science, mathematics, and English for a talented group of  incoming Williams students who are excited about science and who are from 
groups historically underrepresented in the sciences and/or first-generation college students.

The goals of the program are to promote and encourage continuing participation in science and science-related studies at Williams, and 
to provide program participants with a preview of the Williams experience. We hope that participation in SSP motivates participants to 
pursue research opportunities at Williams or elsewhere and that participants ultimately explore careers in science research and science 
education.



It has long been recognized that a positive undergrad- uate 
research experience is the single most important inspiration for 
future scientists. As documented in this report, more than 250 
students were engaged in science research with Williams faculty 
this year. Many students conducted independent research 
projects during the ac- ademic year with 91 completing theses 
and 171 were engaged in full-time research with Williams 
science faculty during the summer of 2016. Dozens of Williams 
students participated in conferences where they present- ed the 
results of their research, and at least 50 students co-authored 
publications in peer-reviewed journals in the past academic 
year.



SHSS



















•Williamstown, Massachusetts (pop. 8k)
•3 hrs. from Boston and NYC
•Established in 1793
•Liberal Arts Curriculum
•Arts and Languages
•Social Sciences
•Science and Mathematics
•Student-Faculty ratio is 7:1
•2000 undergraduates; 50 grad.
•300+ faculty
•Endowment = $2.6B
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